
 

EUROPALMS Philo garland, artificial, 180cm
Leafy garland with elaborately worked leaves in shades of green

Art. No.: 82501883
GTIN: 4026397486544

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397486544

Weight: 0,03 kg

Length: 0.23 m

Width: 0.23 m

Heigth: 0.09 m

Description:

Leafy garland, true to nature

This philodendron garland convinces with its detailed, green leaves with fine, elaborate
structures.
The leafy garland consists of 48 naturally spread single leaves. It is 180 cm long. 

It is well suited for decorating long tables for festivities or as a spring decoration in shop
windows. Thanks to the handy eyelet, you can also hang the garland at a wall or ceiling. The
deco garland is also suited for framing windows or doors.

With the garland, you decorate your shop or living rooms with fresh greens - without fading
leaves or dry twigs. The philodendron garland can easily be hung up and removed for storing
when you want to change your decoration. 
This is a quick and easy solution for fresh green in your rooms; even for several years, without
the need of taking care for a real plant.

Features:

- Color: green
- 48 leaves
- Length: 180 cm
- With approx. 48 light greencolored lifelike leaves
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https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn82501883.html


Technical specifications:

Standing/fixation: Loop (rope)

Color: Light green

Foliage: Approx. 48 leaves

 Material: textile

Decor style: Woods and meadows; Houseplant

Dimensions: Length: 1,8 m

Weight: 30 g
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